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Sonata for cello and piano, Op. 20
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Sonata for cello and piano, Op. 40
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KaTHerIne JenKInson

An Introduction by Katherine Jenkinson
I had first come across Lawrence rose and his music in 2009. Years later he was back
in touch, informing me that he had just completed a substantial cello sonata and
wondering if I would be interested in performing and possibly, recording it. I was
thrilled to receive the score and study it and immediately spotted similarities
between his sonata and that by shostakovich and thought that they would together
form a good cD pairing. Both sonatas share stylistic and formal similarities and are
full of contemporary flavours and twists. It was a joy to work with Lawrie on this
sonata during 2018. Like shostakovich, he completely understands the instruments
he is writing for, and especially, cello techniques. He is a composer who is clear about
what he wants but who is also extremely keen to hear and respect the performers’
thoughts and wishes.
Katherine Jenkinson studied at the royal academy of Music where she gained a
first-class degree, a distinction in performance and the acclaimed Dip raM. now an
associate of the institution, she occasionally returns to adjudicate and take
Performance classes. she specialises in solo and chamber music and has performed as
recitalist and concerto soloist throughout europe, in africa, Usa, asia and even the
seychelles. ‘Morpheus’, a new cello concerto written for her by oliver Davis
and recorded with The royal Philharmonic orchestra, reached number 1 in the
classical iTunes chart in 2018. chamber music is a key part of Katherine’s life. she has
been a member of various groups, most notably the allegri string Quartet (2008-2011)
and the aquinas Piano Trio of which she was a founder member. Their recordings of
Mendelssohn and saint-saens gained much praise from the Gramophone
Magazine and from the strad Magazine as its “choice of the month”. composers with
whom Katherine has worked closely include arvo Part, anthony Payne, richard
allain and Thomas Hyde. Katherine plays an Italian cello by Taningardi made in 1703.
she is grateful to the countess of Munster Musical Trust for their help in its purchase
and restoration.

after attending wells cathedral school as a student of Hilary coates, Alison Farr was
awarded a scholarship to the royal academy of Music where she studied with
christopher elton and Martin roscoe, graduating with a first class honours degree
and a postgraduate diploma. alison has won several prizes and competitions,
including the audi Junior Musician 1994, the UK section of the european Music for
Youth Prize 1996 and the Piano section of BBc Young Musician 1998. she was a prize
winner at the olivier Messiaen International competition in Paris in 2000 and a
finalist at the newport International competition for Young Pianists in 2003. alison
enjoys a varied career of performing as both soloist and chamber musician, teaching
and accompanying. as a soloist and chamber musician, alison has performed at
many prestigious venues including the wigmore Hall, cadogan Hall, Purcell room,
Queen elizabeth Hall, Fairfield Halls croydon, st George’s Hall Bristol and at festivals
including Brighton, newbury, Two Moors, chichester Festivities and ribble Valley
International Piano week. she has performed as concerto soloist with orchestras
such as the Bournemouth symphony, the Ulster and the royal Philharmonic concert.
abroad she has performed in Moscow, Paris, the Gulf states and Israel.
Nicholas Holland won a scholarship to the royal academy of Music at the unusually
young age of 16 to study under Florence Hooton, Derek simpson and Douglas
cummings. after concluding his studies with many prizes and First class Honours, he
subsequently achieved first prize at the coveted Jacqueline du Pre award. at the age
of 19, nicholas became principal cellist of the Italian Toscanini orchestra where he
remained for a year before moving on to tour the world as principal cellist and soloist
of the Heidelberg Kammer orchestra. nicholas is a keen chamber musician having
recorded flute quartets for eMI and been a member of the english string Quartet for
nine years. now in his twenty second year of being a member of the Balanescu
Quartet, he tours the world, performing in such venues as the sydney opera
House, La scala and the Queen elizabeth and royal Festival Halls. nicholas has also
recorded for films from ‘The Mission’ to ‘Harry Potter’, for TV dramas
such as ‘emma’,’The crown’ and ’Victoria’ and as soloist for the recent
movies ‘Brighton rock’ and ‘Dorian Gray’. He recently recorded the entire soundtrack
for the drama ‘Bodyguard’ on his own design of electric cello.

aLIson Farr

ROSE & SHOSTAKOVICH CELLO SONATAS
Lawrence Rose studied violin in england from an early age and very soon developed
an enthusiasm for composition, leading to the creation of some juvenilia. other
factors intervened, however, and rose pursued a career in law. This did not
completely prevent music studies and composing and some seeds for later completed
works were sown. rose left the law in 2001 and took up composition apace. He has
since completed twenty-six pieces, most of them after emigrating to chicago. some
are large-scale works including three symphonies, two violin concertos, a concerto
for orchestra and a piece for double string orchestra. There is a body of
chamber music including four string quartets, a piano trio, a piano quartet, a clarinet
trio, a brass quintet, a piano fantasia, a string trio and a violin sonata. Performances
of some of his chamber music have taken place in england. In addition, rose has
completed The Glory and the Dream for soprano and orchestra, a song cycle for bassbaritone and chamber ensemble and a Mass for double choir, organ and piano.
rose’s Sonata for cello and piano, Op. 20 was composed in 2015 and is dedicated to
Katherine Jenkinson and alison Farr. It is in four movements, the first two of which
are played without a break. Throughout the work, rhythm (especially cross-rhythms
and syncopation) is in the main more prevalent than melody and movement than
relative stasis. rose has stated that the sonata is absolute music, uninfluenced by
outside or personal events.
First movement: allegro moderato – andante moderato – allegro moderato. This is
largely angular music commencing with a brief oscillating motif in the piano left
hand which is to play a significant part throughout most of the work. rhythmic drive
is later supplanted by a contrasting slower passage with simple piano chords
accompanying the cello’s more lyrical statement. The piano alone then takes up a
variant of this. after elaboration of both previous sets of material and a
recapitulation of the first set of motifs, an exciting coda involves both instruments in
a helter-skelter to the end.

second movement: allegro. This is a quirky, happy-go-lucky, quasi scherzo-cummarch having two differentiated sections, the second being dance-like and less
energetic.
Third movement: adagio. after the preceding energy, this movement is a slow, longbreathed, rhapsodic fantasia where melody and cross-rhythms are of equal
importance. These elements fuse in an outpouring of emotion and elegiac lyricism.
Finale: andante – allegro – andante moderato – allegro. a brief, playful introduction
is cut short by manic drive again making much of the opening oscillating figure. a
variant of the introduction leads to further slow, chordal musings from the piano
with occasional added comment from the cello which it later expands and melds into
a truncated version of the introduction. Manic drive returns and ultimately merges
into a restatement of a fragment from the first movement to bring the work to an
unexpectedly sudden conclusion.
The one clear and undisputed fact about Dmitri Shostakovich is that against all the
odds he is one of the greatest of the composers of the twentieth century. But when it
comes to discovering the real man, the true persona behind his output, the issues are
much less clear due mainly to soviet disinformation and propaganda and to postcommunistic attempts from both sides of the divide to establish the so-called real
truth, in some instances via misleading biographies. Thus, while it is important, when
evaluating each work of this undoubted genius, to have regard both to soviet history,
the stalin era and its aftermath and to the great psychological pressures exerted
thereby on him it could, in the end, be your own personal emotional responses
to shostakovich’s music which reveal the truth.
It may not be an over-simplification to group shostakovich’s more important
compositions into three periods: those completed before the crushing “editorial” in
Pravda in 1936 (probably directed by stalin) denouncing the composer and his failure
to embrace “socialist realism” in his opera, Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District; those
completed thereafter and before his health started to fail in 1966 and those almost
uniformly dark works composed in his twilight years.

The concept of socialist realism proved an almost insurmountable obstacle to many
soviet composers in that it was an imprecise political formula ill-suited to music.
(recommended reading: The Noise of Time by Julian Barnes – a work of fiction but a
powerful insight into the psychological pressures exerted by the soviet state on a
great composer whose conscience and art and very being managed to survive all of it.)
The Sonata for cello and piano, Op. 40 of 1934 falls towards the end of the first period
when shostakovich was embroiled in divorcing his first wife (only to re-marry her
when it was discovered she was pregnant). It was his first large-scale chamber work.
He had already completed five film scores (not always pleasing occupations for him)
and it can possibly be assumed that the constant emotional upheavals and shifts of
action inherent in the genre of film coloured not only those scores but also some later
non-film music. The discipline of film music possibly accounts to some degree for the
enigmatic and often wildly varying juxtapositions occurring in much of his
symphonic and other music including, at times, this sonata, albeit this work is mainly
of a conservative, neo-classical bent. shostakovich himself pointed out that in this
sonata’s harmonic innovation he was greatly influenced by stravinsky. Before its
composition and possibly to appease the authorities who were then in process
of formulating the concept of socialist realism, he had declared several times that he
was searching for a simple (not simplistic), clear and expressive language.
The first movement, an allegro non troppo, is broad and expansive encompassing a
gentle lyricism (especially in the second theme) which is only occasionally disturbed
by moments of agitation. There is a surprising twist, however, in that the
recapitulation/coda (a largo) transforms the first theme into other-worldly and
disturbing bleakness quite at odds with what has gone before. This is a clear
premonition of the solemnity to dominate the third movement.
The second movement, an allegro, is a scherzo of biting wit and pounding rustic
rhythms which may well have fooled the authorities but was probably a thumbing
of the shostakovich nose. The middle section by contrast is more relaxed with limpid
glissandi harmonics from the cello balancing the piano’s more lyrical musings.

It has been suggested that the divorce had a deep, sobering effect on shostakovich
which is reflected in the third movement largo, a long-breathed lament by the cello
against some cavernous rumblings from the piano. There is little of comfort here,
hardly anything to relieve the grief-laden solemnity of the moment. a central
intense climax is only partially assuaged in the closing section. It is surely more likely
that other pressures accounted for this movement’s darkness.
The fourth movement, allegro, is a rondo whose main theme is full of playful humour.
There are episodes of feverish, virtuosic activity, each amounting to a perpetuum
mobile but perhaps the most surprising of them equates to a piano etude where the
cello is allowed less scope for participation. There are possible hints of a Jewish folk
style at times in this movement, a precursor of later, more overt forays into the
Jewish musical and folkloric heritage.
In 1955 shostakovich was commissioned by the state to compose a score for a film
based on the novel, hugely popular in russia, entitled “The Gadfly” written in 1897 by
ethel Lilian Voynich, an Irishwoman who had been living in London with a Polish
nationalist whose name she had assumed and whom she later married. ethel, an
ardent revolutionary, found the subject of revolutionary activism in 1840s Italy to be
a very appealing background for her novel. after completing the commission,
shostakovich asked Levon atovmyan to prepare a suite from the score and it is
this which ultimately was catalogued as shostakovich’s opus 97a and in
the event proved to be the only composition he completed that year. as the original
manuscripts were either lost or dispersed, it was not until recently that the only
means of hearing any of the music was via the suite. The original score has since been
reconstituted and/or recomposed but in the main we only get to hear the two pieces
recorded here. Both are very popular and can be heard in various arrangements.
They reveal shostakovich at his most lyrical.
© 2019 Lawrence Rose
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